
ROYAL FLUSH FINANCIAL HOLDINGS, INC. 
EARNINGS DISCLAIMER 

 
 
1.Although we make every effort to accurately represent the services and/or products presented on this 
website, we make no assurance, representation or promise regarding future earnings or income, or that 
you will make any specific amount of money, or any money at all, or that you will not lose money. 
 
2.Earnings or income statements, or examples of earnings or income, represent estimates of what you 
may earn; however, there is no promise or guarantee that you may experience the same level of earnings 
or income. 
 
3.There is no assurance that any prior success or past results regarding earnings or income may be an 
indication of your future success or results. 
 
4.Statements or examples of actual earnings on this website that are attributed to a specified individual or 
business are true and correct, and we will verify them upon request and also provide statements of 
expected typical results (email compliance.officer-at-royalflushfinancial.com); however, these statements 
or examples should not be viewed as promises or guarantees of earnings or income. Earnings and 
income potential are affected by a number of factors over which we have no control, including but not 
limited to your financial condition, talent, skills, level of effort, motivation, past experience and education, 
your competition, and changes within the market. 
 
5.Operating a business on the Internet involves unknown risks. You should make decisions based on 
information provided through services and/or products presented on this website with the understanding 
that an Internet business may not be suitable for you, and that you could experience significant losses or 
fail to generate any earnings or income at all. 
 
6.You should undertake your own due diligence regarding your evaluation of any services and/or 
products presented on this website, and this includes relying on qualified professional advisors to assist 
you with your evaluation. 
 
7.For the foregoing reasons, you agree that we are not responsible for any decision you may make 
regarding any information presented on this website or any of the services and/or products presented on 
this website. 
 
8. Special Disclaimers: 
 
A. Securities Disclaimer; No Investment Advice or Recommendations. 
 
This site and the information provided herein is for informational purposes only, and no investment, tax, 
legal, insurance advice is intended or given.  Nothing on this site should be construed to be (i) an offer to 
sell or a solicitation to purchase a security, or (ii) a recommendation regarding any security.  Information 
in videos, articles, and blog posts on this site that discuss specific securities is general in nature, is not 
tailored to the investment needs of any particular person, and should not be relied upon without 
independent verification.  Information in videos, articles, and blog posts on this site may affect the market 
prices of the securities discussed.  Investment decisions are subject to certain risk factors that may not be 
discussed completely, or at all, on this site.  We believe that any performance data provided on this site is 
provided from sources we deem to be reliable; however, we do not guarantee the accuracy or 
completeness of any such data.  You should verify any such data through your own sources. 
Your Investment decisions and strategies should be determined solely by you in the exercise of your own 
judgment based on your unique investment objectives and financial circumstances.  If you need 
professional advice, you should consult your own professional advisors. 
 
B. Disclaimer Re Investment in Penny Stocks. 
 



We are in the business of marketing and advertising high risk companies known as "penny stocks" or 
"micro-caps" through the internet and other media for monetary compensation.  This compensation may 
be provided by the companies themselves who are profiled or by third party entities who are promoting 
the companies that are profiled. As such, our opinion about companies that we profile is neither unbiased 
nor independent and you should consider that fact when evaluating any of the companies profiled.  Do 
not base any investment decision upon any materials found on this website or in our email or other 
marketing/advertising materials. We are not registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment 
adviser either with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC") or with any state or 
provincial securities regulatory authority. We are neither licensed nor qualified to provide investment 
advice. 
 
C. Disclaimer; No Obligation For Tax Preparation Software. 
 
When using and applying the information generated by our software, you alone responsible for ensuring 
that you comply with the applicable requirements of federal and state law.  You are solely responsible for 
the content and accuracy of all reports and documents prepared in whole or in part by using our software.  
You acknowledge that your use of using our software does not release you of your obligations concerning 
the preparation and review of such reports and documents.  You acknowledge that you do not rely upon 
our software for any advice or guidance regarding compliance with federal and state laws or the 
appropriate tax treatment of items reflected on such reports or documents.  You acknowledge that you 
will review any calculations made by using our software and satisfy yourself that all calculations are 
correct. 
  
 
D. Disclaimer For No Legal Representation. 
 
This site is not intended to create an attorney-client relationship, and no attorney-client relationship will be 
created or legal advice given through your use of this site, its services and content.  No special 
relationship or privilege exists between you and this site.  You will be representing yourself in any legal 
matter you undertake as a result of your use of this site, its services and content. This site provides (i) 
articles, newsletters, and content for informational purposes only, and (ii) an automated software system 
using rule-based document assembly technology as a tool for persons to prepare their own legal 
documents.  In the process of providing this information, this site is engaged in the publication of 
information regarding legal issues commonly encountered.  This site is not a substitute for the advice of 
an attorney. This site does not review any of your answers to questions for sufficiency, provide legal 
advice, or analyze applicable law and apply it to your specific requirements. Accordingly, if you need legal 
advice for a specific issue, or if your specific matter is too complex to be addressed by our automated 
software tool, you are advised to seek the advice of an attorney. 
 
E. Disclaimer By Website Developer; No Responsibility For Website Legal Compliance. 
 
You agree to assume sole responsibility for website legal compliance.  Your responsibility is to employ an 
attorney to represent you to in connection with legal compliance for your website and to manage your 
exposure to legal liability.  We will work with your attorney to incorporate your advertising claims, legal 
notices, disclaimers, and agreements into your website, but we are not responsible for, and will not 
provide you with advertising claims, legal notices, disclaimers, or agreements, or any advice in the nature 
of legal advice.  

 
 
 
 

 

 


